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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors propose a formal logic technique to protect information systems. As the widespread use of computer systems grows, the security of the information stored in such systems has become more important. As a security mechanism, authorization or access control ensures that all accesses to the system resources occur exclusively according to the access polices and rules specified by the system security agent. Authorization specification has been widely studied and a variety of approaches have been investigated. The authors propose a formal language with modal logic to specify the system security policies. The authors also provide the reasoning in response to system access requests, especially in situations where the security agent’s knowledge base is incomplete. The semantics of this language is provided by translating it into epistemic logic program in which knowledge related modal operators are employed to represent agents’ knowledge in reasoning. The authors demonstrate how this approach handles the situation where the security agent’s knowledge on access decision is incomplete. The proposed mechanism effectively prevents unauthorized and malicious access to information systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the widespread use of computer systems, the security of the information stored in such systems has become more and more important. When measuring computer system performance, the system security is just as important as its efficiency, speed and cost. There are several mechanisms to provide computer system security. Typical ones are authentication and authorization. The authentication service only allows legitimate users access the system, while the authorization service controls
the legitimate users only performing legitimate operations on the system resource. Authorization is to ensure that all accesses to the system resources occur exclusively according to the access polices and rules specified by the security agent of the information system. In this paper, we investigate the authorization or access control mechanism. Authorizations or access control has been widely studied (Atluri et al., 2002; Chomicki et al., 2000; Fernandez et al., 1995; Zhou et al., 2008) and a variety of authorization specification approaches such as access matrix (Dacier et al., 1994; Denning, 1976), role-based access control (Crampton et al., 2008), access control in database systems (Bertino et al., 1996; Meadow, 1991), authorization delegation (Murray et al., 2008), procedural and logical specifications (Bai et al., 2003; Bertino et al., 2003) have been investigated. Since logic based approaches provide a powerful expressiveness (Fagin et al., 1995; Das, 1992; Fernandez et al., 1989) as well as flexibility for capturing a variety of system security requirements, increasing work has been focusing on this aspect. Jajodia et al. (2001) proposed a logic language for expressing authorizations. They used predicates and rules to specify the authorizations; their work mainly emphasizes the representation and evaluation of authorizations. The work of Bertino et al. (2000) describes an authorization mechanism based on a logic formalism. It mainly investigates the access control rules and their derivations. In their recent work (Bertino et al., 2003), a formal approach based on C-Datalog language is presented for reasoning about access control models. Damiani et al. (2002) presented a language for specification of access control by exploiting the characteristics of XML to define and enforce access control directly on the structure and content of the document. They provided a flexible security mechanism for protecting XML documents. Murata et al. (2003) proposed a static analysis for XML access control. Given an access control policy and an access query, they use a static analysis to decide if to grant or deny such an access request. In this way, run-time evaluation is only needed when the static analysis is unable to decide. This pre-execution analysis improves the performance of the system response to a query.

However, there were some limitations so far in these approaches. These approaches made access decision based on the security domain the agent know, and the domain is complete. When the security agent does not have complete, specific information about the security domain, how to reason and answer access queries under such a scenario? For instance, if the agent knows that Alice can access the classified file if Alice is a manager. At the moment, it is believed that Alice is a manager. Is Alice allowed to access the file? Another example, the agent currently does not know clearly who can access the classified file between Alice and Bob, but knows only one of them can. This can be specified by a disjunctive logic program (Baral, 2003) as follows:

AliceCanAccessFile ∨ BobCanAccessFile ←,

AliceCanAccessFile ← not BobCanAccessFile,

BobCanAccessFile ← not AliceCanAccessFile.

If a query asks if Alice can read the classified file, the agent will not be able to make the decision, because this program has two different answer sets: {AliceCanAccessFile} and {BobCanAccessFile}. In fact, under many circumstances, using disjunctive logic programming to specify security policies is not sufficient to precisely handle incomplete information.

In this paper, we propose a knowledge based formal languages $\mathcal{L}$ to specify authorization domain with incomplete information in secure computer systems. We introduce modal logic to specify and reason about a security domain then translate the domain into an epistemic logic pro-